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The purpose of this policy is to: 
 
 create an environment which is conducive to achieving the aims of the School 

 provide clearly defined limits that are easily understood by pupils, staff and parents 

 aid all staff in the management of behaviour 

 ensure high standards of behaviour are promoted and maintained. 
 

The policy aims to establish: 

 a caring, stimulating and secure environment in which staff and pupils can work safely and productively 

 good adult role models of caring, co-operative behaviour 

 the reinforcement of positive attitudes to expectations 

 the celebration of a wide range of achievements 

 the acceptance by all School staff of a responsibility for maintaining good discipline. 
 

The Behaviour Policy includes a system of rewards and sanctions which provide the main part of the structure 

for achieving the aims of the policy.  Staff will try to encourage and praise pupils whenever possible and 

appropriate.  It is hoped that such rewards will result in further motivation for improvement and will help 

to maintain the high level of discipline within the School. 

 

The School believes that good discipline is best promoted by purposeful learning. 

REWARDS include:- 

1. Effort Grades allocated to pupils for all subjects in their curriculum and recorded on grade cards and in 

reports.  All Reports and Grade Cards are recorded on the iSAMS system. 

2. Prizes awarded for academic success and extra-curricular achievements on Speech Day. 

3. Recognition of personal qualities by staff and peer group through the appointment or election of School 

and House Prefects, School Council Representatives as well as Year Group Captains responsible for 

organising teams for House competitions. 

4. Letters of appreciation and congratulation sent by the Headmaster to pupils for outstanding work and 

service to the School. 

5. Merits which are recorded on iSAMS. All positive iSAMS are made available to parents on Parent Portal. 

Pupils are encouraged to take outstanding pieces of work to the Headmaster or the Headmaster is 

invited to the department to see pupils’ work. 

6. House Points awarded for any effort made on behalf of the House – participation in teams, assisting the 

Head of House etc. 

7. Displaying good work around the School. 

8. Results of sports fixtures, music exams, drama and public speaking/debating successes are celebrated in 
School assemblies and by Heads of School in year group assemblies. 

 



 

 
SANCTIONS depend on circumstances and are applied according to which rules/ guidelines have been 

broken.  The School Rules are listed in this policy.  The sanctions imposed depend on the severity of the 

incident and the frequency of incidents.  These sanctions reflect the powers vested in teachers by the 

Education and Inspections Act 2006 (EIA 2006).  A full list of sanctions is attached as an appendix. 

Causes for concern are recorded and circulated through iSAMS to keep tutors and parents/house staff 

informed and also the pupils’ Student Organiser can be used.  The tutor is responsible for monitoring 

future progress in the matter.  Serious incidents of concern should be referred to the relevant Head of 

School in the first instance.  Sanctions include – removal of certain privileges; loss of break times to catch 

up academic work or perform community service tasks, detentions (departmental or School); being placed 

on Red Book (Yrs7 – 11) or Yellow Book (Sixth Form); internal or external suspension. 

 

Behaviour in the Classroom 

Pupils are expected to behave in a manner which will maximise their opportunities for learning, and those 

of their fellow group members.  Behaviour which does not enhance learning opportunities will not be 

tolerated and staff will apply appropriate sanctions.  Staff are expected to be sensitive to students with SEN, 

in particular those affected by conditions such as Tourette’s or Asperger’s Syndrome that can produce 

involuntary inappropriate responses under certain conditions.  In cases of unacceptable behaviour during 

lessons, the line of referral for staff should be: Subject Teacher, Head of Department, relevant Head of 

School and Deputy Head.  If a teacher deems it necessary to remove a pupil from a lesson because of 

disruptive behaviour, the pupil will be sent to the Deputy Head.  Pupils should not be left in corridors 

unsupervised or sent to the library. 

 

Detention System 

Departments operate their own Departmental Detentions as and when required.  Head of School 

Detentions (supervised by a member of SSMT) run from 1.00pm – 1.30pm daily as required and are reserved 

for more serious incidents or for repeat offenders.  In some cases detentions take place after school or at 

weekends.  In both cases consideration must be taken of the pupil’s transport arrangements and it is 

recommended that this sanction is only used after discussion with the Deputy Head and parents.  
Detentions at the weekend are to take place in one of the boarding houses and this must be negotiated 

with senior house staff.  The School has a legal right to insist that a pupil attends a detention, both in the 

working day and outside the working day.  If the detention is for a serious breach of the School’s Code of 

Conduct it is appropriate for the pupil to be required to wear school uniform for a Saturday detention.  

Depending on the nature of the offence, pupils in detention will either be set additional academic work to 

be completed during the session or will complete tasks which assist the School administration, such as fixing 

labels to envelopes.  All teachers are entitled to put students in lunchtime departmental Detention.  HoDs 

should request Head of School detention through the Heads of School or the Deputy Head.  Weekend or 

evening detentions are arranged through the Deputy Head.  Teaching Assistants are not authorized to put 

pupils into detention. 

 

Confiscation of Property 

The primary aim in confiscating property is to maintain an environment conducive to learning and which 

safeguards the rights of other pupils to be educated.  Teachers are legally entitled to confiscate property if 

it: poses a threat to others, poses a threat to good order, is against school uniform rules, poses a threat to 

health and safety, is counter to the ethos of the school or is illegal for a child to possess.  Staff need to be 

sensitive to any items which may have religious or cultural significance.   

Material which is confiscated must be kept safe.  Staff should make a note of items which are confiscated 

and the grounds for the action.  Illegal items should be passed to the Deputy Head for destruction.  Other 

items should normally be kept for no more than 24 hours. 

Consideration must be given to a pupil’s need for a mobile phone, in particular if he or she travels to school 

on the bus, and mobile phones should be returned at the end of the working day unless there are very good 

reasons to keep it, such as it holding evidence for bullying or pornography.  Teachers are encouraged to 

pass confiscated property to the Deputy Head, from whom the pupils can retrieve it at the end of the day.  



 

 
It is important to note that it is legal to confiscate a mobile phone, but not legal to investigate any material 

which may be stored on it without the pupil’s consent. 

 

Searches 

If there is a well-founded suspicion that a student has contraband items in their possession, a search of a 

pupil's lockers can be made. Two members of staff in addition to the pupil concerned should be 

present.  Pupils may also be asked to hand over substances voluntarily, for example by turning out their 

pockets or bag.   If a pupil refuses to turn out his/her pockets etc. he/she should be advised that this could 

lead to serious repercussions, and could be regarded as a tacit admission of guilt. 

 

GENERAL BEHAVIOUR EXPECTATIONS 

 

Property and School Buildings 

Pupils are responsible for their property and should avoid bringing valuables or excessive amounts of cash 

to school.  The School enjoys an open campus but this means that there is always the possibility of 

occasional trespass by outsiders. Any items of value to a pupil should be stored in one of the two lockers 

provided for each pupil.  Sports bags must be stored in the pupil’s locker in the Sports Hall.  Pupils are also 

advised to store watches and other valuables in their sports lockers during games sessions; no items of 

monetary or sentimental value should be left in the changing rooms at any time.  Intentional damage to 

School or personal property will result in contact with parents to seek reimbursement of the cost of 

repairing the damage. 

 

Out of School Visits 

Pupils participating in such visits are required to behave in a manner which will maximise benefits of such an 

activity.  Staff organising and supervising such visits will ensure parents are aware of this aspect of the events 

where appropriate.  Pupils should be aware that they are representing Warminster School whilst on external 

visits of all kinds (academic, sporting or extra-curricular) and any behaviour which reflects badly on the 

School will not be tolerated. 
 

Signing In and Out 

Pupils are required to “sign out” and “sign in” at Reception or the Library when they leave the site before 

the end of the School day (eg for a medical appointment) or arrive after the register has been taken. 

 

Behaviour/Attitude/Homework/Organisation 

If pupils are failing badly in any of above aspects of their School studies then they will be issued with Red 

or Yellow Book.  Their performances will be monitored over an extended period of time against specified 

set targets drawn up by the pupil and the tutor.  The Red/Yellow Book is made available to the subject 

teacher for comment at the end of each lesson.  At the end of the School day it has to be presented to 

the tutor before being taken home in the case of a day pupil for a parent’s signature (or back to the 

boarding house for the HM’s signature).  Completed Red/Yellow Book will be placed on the student’s file 

until the end of the academic year. 

If the offence is serious, then suspension (internal or external) from School may be necessary.  This acts as 

a final warning to the pupil and his/her parents that if the particular  offence  is repeated  or  other serious  

offences  committed,  then  it  may  be necessary to consider if the pupil has a future at Warminster School. 

 

Success Criteria 

 Pupils’ behaviour is modified or changed to an acceptable standard bearing in mind the individual 
involved. 

 Pupils are able to work and learn with small or large groups without restricting or affecting the progress 

of their peers. 

 Pupils acquire the personal and social skills which will enable them to make the move into the outside 

world.  They achieve the self- discipline to become responsible members of the community. 



 

 

 The aims of the School are being achieved to a satisfactory level within the remit of the Behaviour 

Policy. 

 

 

SCHOOL RULES AND CODE OF CONDUCT 

Warminster School expects every pupil to be well behaved, honest, courteous, considerate, tolerant and 

take a pride in his/her appearance.  Pupils are expected to support the ethos of the School, valuing their 

colleagues and enabling all pupils to achieve their potential. 

1. Bullying or intimidating behavior in any format will not be tolerated. 

2. You may not leave the site during the School day unless permission has been granted by the Deputy 

Head and the signing out/in procedures are followed. 

3. The dress code must be adhered to – pupils must look well presented at all times. 

4. The Student Organiser must be taken to all lessons. 

5. Food must not be removed from the Dining Room.  Eating during lessons is forbidden. 

6. Church Street must be crossed only at the Pelican Crossing. 

7. Chewing gum, smoking (including e-cigarretes) and drinking alcohol are not permitted.  Pupils must 
not bring alcohol, gum, cigarettes or tobacco products into School. 

8. Items such as MP3 players and Computer Games may not be brought into lessons.  Mobile phones 

must be switched off.  Inappropriate use will result in confiscation for the remainder of the school 

day. 

9. Students must not abuse the use of technology, either the School’s or their own.  Unacceptable 

behaviour includes the use of text, calls or internet social networking sites to harass, bully or 

intimidate, spread malicious gossip or deliberately upset pupils or staff, or to defame the good name 

of the School.  Pupils must sign and adhere to the Acceptable Use Policy for all ICT equipment. 

10. Pupils must show respect for other people’s property, and must look after their own property by 

locking up tennis rackets, hockey sticks etc.  Property should not be borrowed without permission 

and must be returned unharmed. 

11. Buying and selling of personal property is not allowed on the School site. 

12. Pupils are expected always to behave in a manner which will enhance rather than harm the reputation 

of the School.  Pupils undertaking off-site excursions are considered to be ‘at school’ for the purposes 

of this Code of Conduct. 

13. Pupils are not permitted: to ride a motor cycle, or drive a car, or to keep one at school, except (on 

occasions) where special permission has been granted by the Headmaster; to be a passenger in a car 

driven by anyone other than a member of staff, a parent or guardian, or someone expressly authorised 

by them. 

14. Inflammable items or those which constitute a fire hazard (such as lighters, lighter fluid, joss sticks 

and candles) are not to be brought into school. 

15. The use or possession of firearms, dangerous weapons, explosive substances or fireworks is expressly 

forbidden. 

16. Narcotic substances of all types are banned and any student found attempting to sell such substances 

to other students on or off School grounds faces permanent exclusion. 

17. Gambling and betting are forbidden at all times. 

 

Please see Appendix for Discipline & Behaviour Policy 
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